to work extra hard throughout the season. Junior Brian Moore, recovering from an accident in which he injured his back, took first place in the shot put with a flirt of 48'-4 1/2", in an excellent effort. Moore, MIT's premier weightman, also took second in the 35-lb. weight throw.

The versatile Al Lau '72 displayed the wide range of his abilities in taking second in the long jump (21'-4) and high jump (5'-10) and racing to a third place in the 45yard hurdles. Scott Peck '73 also illustrated all-around prowess in winning the long jump with a superb 22 2/3 foot effort and tying for third in the high jump. He was later recruited to run the 50-yard dash, but did not place. Bob Troyner '73 was clocked at a swift 6.0 seconds, and won the 45-yard hurdles. Junior
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with a superb 22 foot effort and

Long Jump: Peck (MIT) 22'2.6; 2) Hansen (MIT) 21'4; 3) Esposito (BC) 20'10.

Shot Put: 1) Moore (MIT) 48'4.5; 2) Donker (BC) 46'5.3; 3) McQuade (BC) 44'6.5.

High Jump: 1) McAlonon (BC) 6'3; 2) Lau (MIT 5'10.3) 6'2 Peck (MIT) 5'10; 3) Zabel (BC) 5'6; 4) Boivin (BC) 5'4; 5) Matthews (BC) 5'0 2) McVaine (BC) 4:30.4; 3) Cook (BC) 4:30.3; 4) Zabel (BC) 4:31.6; 5) Vilder (BC) 4:32.0

50-yard Dash: 1) Schlender (BC) 5'8; 2) Gilgan (BC) 5'9 Esposito (BC)

Pistol squad open to season

By Bob Billdeuce

The varsity pistol team anticipated the beginning of their winter season by taking the National Civilian Pistol Shooting Title, thus beginning their winning ways. The squad opened intercollegiate competition tomorrow at 8am against Air Force, Boston State and New College of Engineering here at the MIT range.

This is the first year that Coach Tom McLennon has had the team practice with the h-b-s, .177 caliber pellets. Pellet-shooting is now an Olympic sport as well as a Pan-American Games event. Varsity shooter John Good '72 was seventh overall with the pellet gun at the recent Winter Olympics, which was held in the summer in Calgary, Canada.

At a shot of 507, only ten points below the winning score of 577. On November 14, the MIT varsity certainly demonstrated a quickly-attained mastery of the weapon by winning the National Civilian Pistol Shooting Title. They were only ten points shy of the more prestigious National Open Title. Freshman Karl Seeler was highest in the junior category.

The varsity will be pleased to improve on last year's excellent 63-1 record. Their only losses were to Air Force, Navy and John Jay Academy, while they tied Coast Guard. Victories were scored against Merced, Marine, Penn, Villa nova, Army, Air Force once and Boston State three times.

Top three shooters on the varsity are Captain Bob Gilson '72, Good, and Merrick Leblanc '74. Seeler is the best frosh. These men have much to aspire to. The entire squad has an honor roll of eight All-Americans in six years! And the number of pistol All-Americans chosen each year is very small. The most amazing fact, though, McLennon says that every athlete on the team has come out of the pop gunting program. One of MIT's most successful team is comprised of people with no prior experience. Only at MIT.

MIT is a member of the Greater Boston League, which has 10 teams, the biggest and most competitive across the country. Each match is made up of two parts: conventional indoor and international slow fire.

For the conventional portion, the entire varsity shoots the 45-yard prone position. Only the first man of each team is a sighted shooter. The other four men shoot off sight regardless of the match. Each man is then obligated to perform his best possible, and after all the shooting the scores are matched with the coach's list to see which ones count.

Second place pistol squad was Boston University, third was MIT, fourth was Boston State and fifth was Boston College. A total of ten schools took part in the match. The only thing that was not possible was an Olympic team. However, in the close competition this year, the individual scores were the same for the first four men, and the next score for the next four men. The final score was 510 for Boston State, second place, 493 for Boston College, third place, and 460 for MIT, fourth place.